Flash: Archana Vikram

Photography has long been used to document trauma,
tragedy, and violence. The camera can act as witness to
suffering, recording events with a seemingly transparent
and truthful authority. However, Susan Sontag once
famously critiqued the power of the photograph, calling the
act of taking a picture a “non-intervention.”3 For the critic,
the photograph obscures the event captured and therefore
distances the viewer from it. Theorist Ariella Azoulay
further expands upon the ethics of photography in our
present age, arguing that the photograph should not merely
elicit empathy, but also a sense of civic duty between the
viewer and the subject photographed. The photograph, for
Azoulay, is a means to mobilize.4
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India’s most recent national census found that the sex ratio
of the state of Maharashtra declined to 833 girls per 1,000
boys—significantly lower than the nation’s average of 914.1
While the exact number of cases of female infanticide each
year is unknown, what remains clear is a strong preference
for the economic and social value of male children, which,
as Vikram writes, “is embedded in the cultural fabric of
India.”2 The photographs that comprise “The Unwelcome”
pointedly address the urgency of this continuing crisis
that devalues the lives of girls and women. Vikram’s work
explores themes of loss and secrecy, suggesting through
each tableau that these practices are neither overtly visible
nor easily reconcilable.

The difference between these writers’ viewpoints is a matter
of proximity. For Sontag, the photograph implies physical
and emotional distance; the viewer is too far from the
subject depicted. On the other hand, Azoulay’s insistence
on the relationships established through the act of taking
a picture and being photographed would appear to bring
the viewer physically closer. Through the camera’s lens,
the viewer is brought into the world in which the subject
resides. Despite their differences, the photographs that
Sontag and Azoulay discuss are always derived from actual
events. They are photojournalistic images used to provoke,
call to action, or illustrate a tragic event. So how might the
viewer relate to a photograph that is outside the realm of
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Smothered, 2016. Courtesy of the artist.

A woven cloth is draped over a vibrant red flower; the
petals lightly press against the surface of the fabric. Near
the bottom of the frame, the delicate folds of the cloth
and subtle shadows appear to have been sculpted in place
by the commanding black background on which it rests.
Archana Vikram’s Smothered (2016) is part of the larger
series “The Unwelcome” (2014-16), which calls attention to
the lingering, though illegal, practice of female infanticide
in India. To create the series, Vikram constructs tableaux
of objects and materials that allude to the ways in which an
infant could be killed. Flowers, standing in for the infant,
are crushed, submerged in water, or burned. The severity of
their display is enriched by the stark black background as it
does not permit the eye to stray from the scene.
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photojournalism? How might Vikram’s tableaux impact the
viewer?
Vikram’s photographs are, of course, not documentary.
They are not direct glimpses into the illegal practices of
infanticide, and furthermore they do not contain any
human figures at all. Rather, the images are metaphoric and
poetic in nature: they depict traces of a fictive act that is left
unseen. Charred edges of petals, powdery residue of drying
flowers and dirt, and freshly broken stems demonstrate
Vikram’s sensitivity to tactility and the affective impact
of each simple gesture. In Smothered, Vikram plays with
proximity in yet another way. The flower is tightly framed
in the composition, appearing prominently in the middle of
the frame. The details unfold slowly and deliberately. One
sees variations in the cloth’s weave, the stray threads on
the edges of the fabric, and finally, that the cloth is in fact
damp, lending even more transparency to its surface. While
the fabric directly points to suffocation, it also poignantly
alludes to the very act of concealment that allows these
practices to persist. How does one then try to make visible
an act that is, by its nature, kept hidden? The photograph
is a nuanced consideration of this question, bringing into
focus the relationship between absence and presence,
between life and death.
—Kelly Filreis
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